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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
American colleges and universities seek to provide one important and primary
product: quality education that improves outcomes for students who live and work in a
world with increasing global competition. Quality graduates are the outcome that all
higher education stakeholders expect, and it is in this context that higher education
institutions face the most essential challenges to achieve, maintain, and measure quality
benchmarks (Bowden, 2009; Eaton, 2012; O'Brien, 2009; Selingo, 2003; Vaughn, 2002).
Many are challenging higher education to examine the quality of education which
students receive, with a recent voice found in the book Academically Adrift. In this book
Arum and Roksa (2011) make the point that given all of the current priorities for
institutions, improving instruction and student learning is oftentimes slipping as the
primary focus. Faculty are increasingly asked to concentrate their energy and time on
many competing tasks. Arum and Roksa refer to two areas of faculty responsibilities, one
being research orientation and the other being student orientation. Although there is some
thought that these responsibilities can coexist, the authors note there is also evidence that
this is not the case (Arum & Roksa, 2011). They state that institutions will only improve
the quality of education if the administration perseveres in creating a culture that focuses
on student learning by making sure that people committed to undergraduate learning are
hired for, and retained in, key roles within the institution. Accrediting agencies like the
Higher Learning Commission (HLC) and the Council for Higher Education Accreditation
(CHEA), which historically have been charged with evaluation of higher education
quality and associated instructional excellence, are cognizant of public opinion regarding
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the need for improved outcomes. In a 1999 survey, CHEA documented that the public
perceives the second highest expectation for accreditation is to “guarantee the quality of
higher education” (Eaton, 1999, p. 2). In recognizing this demand, accrediting agencies
have focused a critical eye on traditional measures of faculty quality, which essentially
involve documentation of quantitative gains in the area of academic credentials held by
faculty members. An example of such documentation includes the number of faculty
members with doctorate degrees or terminal degrees, and the number of articles
published. Critics argue that relying on these measurements alone for accreditation
purposes overlooks the need for a deeper and broader examination of qualitative factors
impacting the quality of education students receive (El-Khawas, 1998b, 2001; Huber,
2006; Jones, 2002; O'Brien, 2009; Terenzini, 1994; Vaughn, 2002). Among the most
essential pieces of this puzzle is how effectively an institution’s mission statement and
accompanying goals and values assure continuous and measurable improvement (Hartley,
2002; Martin, 1985; Meacham, 2008).
Recognizing the importance of mission statements has resulted in an evolution of
accreditation standards and processes -- a paradigm shift of no less significance than the
changing character of modern students toward non-traditional status (Eaton, 2001; Ewell,
1998; Glidden, 1998). Accrediting agencies now recognize that requiring documentation
of improvements in faculty credentials and other input-related enhancements such as
educational facilities and resources is just one method of measuring the quality of
education students are receiving (Albrecht, 2000a; Biemiller, 2000; Davis, 2010; Dill,
1996). In this shift from input-based to output-based evaluation, these bodies recognize
that valued and essential measures of continuous quality improvement can only be
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measured by reviewing specific outcomes that fulfill institutional missions (Cohen, 2010;
Eaton, 2001; El-Khawas, 1998a; LaTourette, 2003; O'Brien, 2009; Terenzini, 1994;
Vaughn, 2002).
As one of the major accrediting agencies of the United States, the HLC of the
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools (NCA) articulates this shift clearly
and specifically, requiring institutions to define and evaluate the quality of faculty based
on adherence to specific criteria articulated in their mission statements. In a document
offering commission guidance on determining qualified faculty, the HLC states:
“Criterion 4 states that an organization should create an academic environment that
promotes ‘inquiry, creativity, practice, and social responsibility in ways consistent with
its mission” (HLC, 2005, p. 1). Further:
The Commission does not dictate hiring standards to be applied to each
member of the faculty. In providing this guidance, the Commission
reflects its long-standing understanding that it is the responsibility of a
college or university to establish and implement its own policies regarding
faculty qualifications. The Commission’s concern is about the overall
capacity of the faculty to achieve the educational goals of the institution.
(HLC, 2005, p. 3)
A solid body of research already exists on the relationship of mission to
institutional success. For example researchers have examined the difference in mission
statements among differing types of institutions, as well as commonalities among like
institutions (Berg, 2003). In most cases, the purpose of mission statements to
organizations has been to provide a lens through which members can determine the
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alignment of decisions and processes. In addition, mission statements allow organizations
to communicate and market unique characteristics, values, and purposes to external
stakeholders (Meacham, 2008; Morphew, 2006; Wang et. al, 2007).
Coinciding with this increased focus on the value of sound mission statements, higher
education institutions increasingly recognize that faculty members are the most valued
mission capital when it comes to delivering a quality product (Cleary, 2001; Lingenfelter,
2003). In a traditional evaluative context, it might be argued that the most important
indicator of quality education is the measure of expertise among the faculty who deliver
the courses. But many institutions also now acknowledge that this does not define quality
faculty for any particular organization. Researchers have concluded that the criteria used
to define the quality of faculty must differ from one organization to another, just as the
mission statements define the purposes of institutions (El-Khawas, 1998a). The HLC has
offered guidelines on this issue by noting “Qualified faculty are identified in part by
credentials, but there are limitations to considering only the degrees earned” (HLC, 2005,
Using Credentials or Degrees section, para. 12). Thus, the accreditation evaluation
debate underscores the issue by identifying an entity’s mission as the centerpiece by
which to measure all forms of success – both of the institution and of its faculty.
Hiring the right faculty to satisfy the mission of the institution would seem to be a
high priority. An extensive review of the literature indicated that there appears to be little,
if anything written on this topic with the exception of articles that concentrate on hiring
faculty to increase the diversity of the organization. Although there are a great number of
articles with information on the “how to” or “dos and do nots” of hiring processes, there
is little written on the subject of hiring using the mission of the organization as guidance.
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Problem Statement
Given an increasing value placed on mission statements by accrediting agencies
such as the HLC, it becomes imperative that mission statements receive significant
attention and become the criteria used to determine quality at all levels of higher
education organizations (Berg, 2003; HLC, 2000). Indeed, the criteria and categories by
which the HLC measures organizations refer often to the mission statement, and the HLC
currently has two processes that organizations can follow to maintain accreditation. One
option is the Program to Evaluate and Advance Quality (PEAQ), and Academic Quality
Improvement Program (AQIP) (Commission, 2003).
Accreditation in the PEAQ process involves an examination of institutional
mission and integrity. Each of the criterion has core components, and one requires an
example of evidence to ensure that “The institution operates with integrity to ensure the
fulfillment of its mission through structures and processes that involve the board,
administration, faculty, staff and students” (The Criteria for Accreditation HLC, 2010,
para. 4). Clearly having faculty who espouse the mission of the organization should be a
primary goal for all institutions, however it remains to be seen if the processes in place
are effective in reaching this goal.
AQIP provides Principles of High Performance Organizations as examples of the
values to which institutions should aspire, and mission is front and center in the first
principle listed: “A mission and vision that focus on students and other stakeholders
needs to provide quality-driven higher education organizations with the foundation they
need to shape communication systems, organizational and decision-making structures,
and planning and improvement processes” (HLC, 2007, para. 2). Many of the questions
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that organizations answer in the AQIP accreditation process seek to identify how
processes that have been offered as evidence of quality improvement align with mission,
vision, and philosophy. Indeed, AQIP also offers a critical vocabulary document which
defines alignment as assuring that all members of an organization are working toward the
organization’s overall goals as stated in its mission statements (AQIP, 2005).
The HLC places a high priority on the impact of institutional missions on quality of
education provided, the actual effect mission statements have had on the quality of
faculty and, even more importantly, how mission statements should and can impact hiring
and evaluation of faculty remains less tested. A body of work does seem to indicate that
the evaluation of faculty quality should be related directly to institutional identity, as
expressed through mission statements (Berg, 2003; Martin, 1985).
Arreola (2000) suggests that the place to start in creating a faculty evaluation
system is to determine the model that fits an organization. Since all organizations are not
alike, he says no one evaluation system will work for all. Thus determining what is
expected of faculty is the first step in creating a system that fits the institution. Among
the roles Arreola (2000) provides for consideration are: teaching, scholarly
research/creative endeavors, and service. These roles then guide the organization in
designing an instrument or process to evaluate the activities and responsibilities that
impact the desired outcomes. If the mission statements of institutions provide themes,
goals, guiding principles and roles that faculty should play in their organization, then
perhaps a case can be made for aligning these to determine the criteria faculty should
meet. This information could be used both to evaluate current faculty and assist in
designing hiring practices for future positions.
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Overall, research has been done to determine the value and uses for the mission
statement (Berg, 2003; Martin, 1985; Meacham, 2008; Morphew, 2006; Newsom, 1991;
Wang et. al, 2007). Much has been said about the proper use of the mission and it’s use
determining institutional outcomes (Hartley, 2002). There has also been a great deal
written about HLC’s paradigm shift to an emphasis on outputs and processes that are
aligned with the institutions’ mission statements (Albrecht, 2000a, 2000b; Baker, 2002;
Biemiller, 2000; El-Khawas, 1998a). The AQIP model focuses on aligning continuous
quality improvement efforts with institutional mission statements. Colleges and
universities that are AQIP institutions determine the criteria that define quality faculty for
them based on their mission statement. The extent to which AQIP institutions have taken
this opportunity to analyze their mission statement’s alignment with their current hiring
and evaluation processes is unknown. Such alignment would help ensure that the faculty
delivering the product have the appropriate qualities for that particular institution.
To this end, my study examines the mission statements, hiring, and evaluation
processes of a sample of AQIP affiliated institutions, and determines their alignment.
Furthermore, the data were analyzed to determine patterns in the criteria identified as
required for quality faculty by various types of institutions: Associates, Bachelors and
Masters institutions (Morphew, 2006; Wang et. al, 2007). This allowed various types of
institutions to be examined in light of their mission statements, as well as criteria used to
determine quality faculty.
Research Questions
Despite the emphasis on mission statements by many higher education
stakeholders, and the amount written on the value of mission statements for direction and
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planning, little is known how these important statements are being used to impact the
hiring and evaluation of faculty. Berg et al. (2003) write about the value of an
institution’s mission in assuring the work is meaningful for employees. This is especially
important for the faculty as they are most influential in the quality of the education the
students receive (Corlett, 2006; Kamps, 1996). Although many articles refer to the value
of the mission statement in hiring practices, no research on this topic was found. My
study therefore explores this topic by answering the following questions:
1) For institutions that have been accepted into the Higher Learning
Commission’s alternative accreditation Academic Quality Improvement
Program (AQIP), how does the documentation within their System Portfolio
demonstrate the alignment of their processes for hiring and evaluating faculty
with their mission statement?
2) For such institutions, what criteria do they list that defines quality faculty, and
how do these criteria align with their hiring and evaluation processes?
3) What consistency exists in the criteria and processes between like institution
types (i.e., Associates, Baccalaureate and Masters)?
This study concentrated on the institutional level processes, rather than those at
the departmental or program level, as those might vary within an institution. The system
portfolio and accreditation criterion examine institutional processes and policies, so it is
appropriate for those to be the focus of this study as well. Additionally, departmental and
program officials are sometimes working under the specialized (program specific)
accreditors criterion which may differ somewhat from the criterion set by regional
accreditors.
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Research Methods
To address these research questions, I selected a purposeful sample of 36
institutions, including 12 institutions for each institutional type from the pool of all AQIP
accredited organizations. The methodology involved an analysis of each institution’s
AQIP system portfolio, which is posted and made available to the public on the
institution’s website. The mission statement and required faculty credentials and skill sets
were determined from the institution’s system portfolio.
Each institution was examined individually, and then compared and contrasted
with the other institutions to determine if there are any consistent themes among like
institutions. This resulted in an examination of 36 institutions’ portfolio information, and
conclusions drawn based on the analysis of each individual college, as well as
comparisons across institutions. Details of the methodology are outlined fully in Chapter
3.
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for my study is based on research regarding the value
of mission statements in regard to the engagement of faculty, and the HLC’s focus on the
alignment of processes with the statement of direction and priorities of the institution. A
great deal has been written about the importance of the mission statement in
communicating the values and purposes of institutions to both internal and external
stakeholders (Berg, 2003; Martin, 1985; Meacham, 2008; Morphew, 2006; Newsom,
1991). Studies have examined the themes within mission statements and the comparison
of those themes among like institutions (Martin, 1985; Morphew, 2006; Wang et.al,
2007). Of particular importance for my study, Wang et al. (2007) identified 15 themes in
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comparing two and four year institutions in Texas. These themes included: leadership,
citizenship, cultural diversity, life-long learning, excellence in teaching and research,
creativity, critical thinking, academic achievement, collaboration and partnership,
vocations and technical skills, access to higher education, academic readiness and skill
development, student services, community focus and technology. Many of these themes
may represent the qualities that institutions seek in the faculty they hire. Therefore, some
of these themes were used as a lens to review the mission statements from the institutions
in this study. As the statements were examined and compared and contrasted among
institutions, these themes provided a categorical lens based on previous research.
The three categories of the roles for faculty most often cited are: teaching,
scholarly research/creative endeavors, and service (Arreola, 2000). With those broad
categories in mind, of the 15 recurrent themes identified in Wang et al. (2007), the
following seem to be most closely related to faculty: excellence in teaching and research,
academic achievement, academic readiness and skill development, vocational and
technical skills, and community focus. These themes seem to encompass the three roles
most closely and therefore should align with the hiring and evaluations processes.
The HLC requires institutions align their major processes and strategic decisions
with their mission statements. Research on the value and uses of the mission statement
have identified the need to align hiring practices to the statement, and the need for
employees to share the core values and purposes. Berg et al. (2003) specifically speak to
the importance of new hires sharing the values of the institution as opposed to just having
the correct academic credentials. Hiring the appropriate faculty members to deliver the
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education, and evaluating the faculty members to determine their fit with the values and
purposes is the most effective way to impact the quality of education students receive.
The AQIP model provides the opportunity for each institution to formulate its
own definition of quality faculty, as long as it is developed through the lens of the
mission. Quality faculty definitions, and criteria used in determining the quality of
faculty, impact both hiring and evaluation processes. My study examined mission
statements and institutional processes including: institutions’ criteria for defining faculty
qualifications, hiring processes, and faculty evaluation processes for institutions from
three different institutional classifications. Information for each institution was analyzed
and compared to other institutions in the study to determine similarities and difference.
Figure 1 presents these concepts in a graphical format. Other studies of mission
statements and evaluation processes have occurred, but no studies connecting the two
could be found.
Significance of the Study
My study is unique because no previous studies could be found that analyzed their
institutional mission statements and their alignment with hiring and evaluation processes.
Institutions are increasingly required by accreditation and governmental bodies to focus
on the value of the education they provide which is core to the mission of higher
education. As institutions focus on their core values and mission, it is essential that the
faculty share and reflect the same values and work to further the mission. This study
points out the similarities and differences in institutions and reminds the leadership of the
need to use the mission as a lens through which all strategic decisions are made. Hiring
and evaluating processes for faculty are two of the most important opportunities to assure
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that an alignment exists between the core values of the institution and those of the
faculty.
Delimitations and Limitations of the Study
My study included institutions accredited by the HLC which are participating in
the AQIP process. This limits the scope of the study in that the results may not be of as
much value to other institutions that are not AQIP institutions. The categories could also
create a lumping of dissimilar institutions such as for-profit, non-profit and those with
religious affiliation, which may impact the validity of the results.
Chapter 1 Closure
Clearly the mission statement for an institution is the lens through which the HLC
views the processes and decisions implemented. Alignment of this statement with hiring
and evaluation procedures of the faculty is crucial to accomplishing the mission of the
institution. Given the fact that there has been examination of the value of mission
statements and faculty evaluation procedures, it seemed important to research the
connection between them, and perhaps explore for the first time how the hiring process
could align with these two processes as well.
Next, Chapter 2 provides a synopsis of the body of literature on institutional
mission statements, evaluation processes and accreditations role in these areas. The
paradigm shift by accrediting bodies from inputs to outputs will be documented to
indicate the purpose of the change as well.
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Higher Education
Institutions
•Associates Colleges
•Baccalaureate Colleges
•Masters Colleges and
Universities

HLC Criterion for
Accreditation
The organization’s strategic
decisions are missiondriven.

Mission
Statement

Institutional Processes
•Identifying faculty
qualifications
•Hiring processes
•Faculty Evaluation
processes

Wang et al. (2007)
Mission statement themes:
leadership, citizenship, cultural
diversity, life-long learning,
excellence in teaching and
reserach, creativity, critical
thinking, , academic
achievement, collaboration and
partnership, vocational and
technical skills, access to
higher education, academic
readiness and skill
development, student services,
community focus and
technology

Faculty that fit the mission and
work to further it in the
institution

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for Foster (2015) study.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
As higher education has navigated change, the role of accreditation in providing
oversight and consultation resources for institutions has evolved. Researchers have
outlined the history and changes made in accreditation and higher education in ensuring
the quality of education students receive. The HLC has made a shift from inputs to
outputs, and has therefore changed the criteria examined as institutions are evaluated for
accreditation. The HLC has focused on the mission statement as the lens through which
the processes and policies that document the quality improvement of the institution are
examined. Quality faculty are vitally important to the education students receive and,
therefore, the processes utilized in hiring and retaining these important individuals should
be aligned with the mission statement.
There have been studies on mission statements and there is research on hiring and
evaluation processes within higher education. Review of the literature for this study
resulted in finding research on mission statements and on hiring and evaluation processes
within higher education, which provides important information on several aspects.
However, studies which link these topics and looking for alignment could not be found.
My study therefore examined the alignment between mission statements and faculty
hiring and evaluation processes in a sample of institutions. In a publication, National
Association of Schools of Music (2009) stated:
What are the mission, goals, and objectives of the entity being considered,
and to what extent are they expressed in written statements and
demonstrated in practice? What is the correlation of written and
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operational expressions of mission, goals, and objectives with faculty
evaluation and reward systems? (p. 3)
There is information on the value of mission statements, processes for creating or
reexamining them and analyzing themes within statements, as well as comparisons within
similar institutions. Hiring processes within higher education have been examined and
discussed; however, most of the current literature examines hiring for diversity and for
community colleges. Faculty evaluations have also been a focus for higher education for
many years and there is a great deal of literature outlining best practices in evaluating
faculty including the planning, creation, and execution of this important human resource
function. This information is of interest in finding faculty who are effective in providing
quality education; however, finding alignment among these areas is what the HLC
requires. Given this requirement and the lack of literature on this topic, my study
provides the impetus to reexamine mission statements and processes within institutions.
Chapter 2 contains an examination of what is currently known about mission
statements and the use of these statements in higher education. Additionally, the literature
related to faculty evaluations is discussed. Finally, studies that have addressed the
processes, goals, and planning for evaluation are discussed in the context of mission
statements.
Mission Statements
Mission statements are meant to communicate the primary purpose of the
organization to stakeholders and should not be connected to a particular administrator;
instead, they should endure change in leadership because they are so ingrained in the
fiber of the institution (Newsom, 1991). Mission statements are the most public statement
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of vision and purpose and should include a description of the education that students
should expect to experience (Arum, 2011). These statements of identity and purpose not
only tell others what the institution is and what its goals are, but they also provide the
measuring stick that helps identify if these goals are being accomplished. Since each
institution is unique, mission statements should reveal both similarities and differences
amongst institutions (Martin, 1985). Additionally, mission statements should articulate
the outputs that stakeholders should expect from the institution (Lenning, 1976; Wang,
2007). Although mission statements have been considered important to higher education
institutions for many years, the current focus on the value of these statements is being
driven by the expectations of stakeholders such as government, employers, students, and
their parents (Lenning, 1976; Meacham, 2008). The HLC has influenced institutions to
use this important statement as the resource that guides decisions and processes.
Higher education follows the lead of the corporate world in utilizing mission
statements. Indeed, Martin (1985) compared the purpose of the mission statement of a
corporation with that of a college or university. He suggested that colleges could learn a
great deal from corporations and vice versa. He discussed the corporate culture that is a
reflection of the uniqueness that differentiates businesses and provides a competitive
edge, could also pertain to higher education (Martin, 1985).
A key purpose of colleges and universities is to educate students, and thus one of
the accreditation outcomes being examined is student learning (van der Vorm, 2001).
Mission statements should be instrumental in guiding institutional and academic
processes that impact this important outcome (van der Vorm, 2001). If the mission guides
student learning, it is equally important that it should impact the faculty who are
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responsible for creating the educational experience. Businesses, colleges, and universities
should be using a mission statement to guide their strategic planning as a means to
maintain its identity and reach its goals. Strategic plans are meant to guide and motivate
the staff in those processes and actions that further the goals of the organization, whether
business or institution. If the mission statement reflects the identity and goals of the
organization, they should drive all aspects of strategic planning (van der Vorm, 2001).
Although mission statements are meant to communicate with external
stakeholders, there is some question as to their use in planning (Morphew, 2006). Within
the criterion that the HLC uses to grant accreditation, mission and planning play
prominent roles. The HLC provides a pamphlet on the Criteria for Accreditation on their
website. As of January 2013, Core Component 1.A. states: “The institution’s mission is
broadly understood within the institution and guides its operations.” Within Criterion
Three, Core Component 3.B. 5 states “The faculty and students contribute to scholarship,
creative work, and the discovery of knowledge to the extent appropriate to their programs
and the institution’s mission” ("The criteria for accreditation," 2013). These statements
illustrate the priority the HLC has on the mission statement and its influence on the
organization. If an institution’s mission is used for planning, the hiring and evaluation of
faculty should certainly be aligned to further and fulfill that mission.
Mission statements often contain themes related to student learning goals, and
mission statements have been studied for certain elements as well as for comparisons.
For example, in a study of the mission statements of more than 300 institutions,
Meacham (2008) concluded that most mission statements include an average of five
student learning goals focused on; liberal education, community contribution, social
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responsibility, and citizenship in a democratic society. As another example, Wang et al.
(2007) compared the mission statements of 102 Texas institutions, examining differences
within and between two- and four-year public institutions. Wang et al. found 15 recurrent
themes in the mission statements: leadership, citizenship, cultural diversity, life-long
learning, excellence in teaching and research, creativity, critical thinking, academic
achievement, collaboration and partnership, vocational and technical skills, access to
higher education, academic readiness and skill development, student services, community
focus, and technology.
Finally, Morphew and Hartley (2006) examined statements from 300 randomly
selected institutions from four-year colleges and universities throughout the United States
to learn if the uniqueness of the institutions was reflected in the mission statements
published on their website. They found 118 distinct elements across these mission
statements. The elements they identified consisted of single words as well as phrases that
when reconstructed would recreate the statement. They concluded that whether the
institution was private or public had more to do with predicting common elements than
the Carnegie Classification. Although this is important information, these researchers
indicated that more research was needed on how the elements of mission statements
might impact the institution operationally and on how the institution represents itself.
Overview, previous research studies have analyzed mission statements for theme
or elements, but have not used that information to examine processes for alignment with
these statements. In contrast, my study examines these statements to determine if the
themes are in alignment with hiring and evaluation processes.
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Faculty Selection: Hiring Processes
Research on the processes of hiring faculty that fit the institutional mission could
not be located. However, there were articles written from the perspective of hiring in
general. There were several conclusions found in such articles which indicate this topic
should be researched, and institutions should evaluate current processes with mission
statements focus (Flannigan, 2004; Fowler-Hill, 2002; Green, 2010; Say, 2010;
Townsend, 2008; Twombly, 2005). One such article by Flannigan et al. (2004) indicated
that from the perspective of community colleges, there is a lack of research and studies
about faculty hiring practices. Also the long-standing practice of the use of academic
credentials as an effective measure of faculty quality has outlived its usefulness for many
institutions, and a new process that fits the mission is crucial in order to meet the needs of
the future for higher education and the students best interests (Cole, 1995; Fowler-Hill,
2002; Green, 2010).
Qualifications Based on Institutional Type
Researchers have concluded that institutional type influences the qualification
requirements for faculty members (Meizlish, 2008; Twombly, 2005). Searches for faculty
at research institutions focuses on identifying individuals who can conduct or oversee
research projects in addition to and sometimes in lieu of teaching. Additionally,
institutions that offer 2 and 4 year degrees are primarily seeking faculty for the purpose
of teaching. Service is another facet of the role that is often weighted differently
depending on the institution (Meizlish, 2008; Twombly, 2005). From position description
to job posting and finally the interview process, these roles must be included and the
candidates abilities measured by these criteria. Including these roles in the processes can
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attract candidates to the institution and assist in determining if the position is a good fit
based on their career aspirations (van der Vorm, 2001).
Researchers have explored the influence of the type of position sought on
willingness to work at the different types of institutions. If the candidate is really
committed to teaching, they would more likely to apply for positions at an institution that
focuses on student learning. Hiring processes should include measures of teaching skills,
philosophy and experience to find the appropriate candidate for the institution (Flannigan,
2004; Green, 2010). Those that have a desire to publish or be involved in research, would
most likely apply at research institutions (Green, 2010; Twombly, 2005). This
information could be included in the institution’s mission statement to provide potential
new hires information on the importance of various faculty roles.
Importance of Fit in Hiring Practices
A more difficult criterion to measure quantitatively is fit with the institution. This
is an area where the mission statement can certainly be used to communicate important
information to the candidates and provides a lens through which to evaluate each
candidate’s alignment with the purpose and goal of the institution. When the mission
statement is included in job postings and descriptions, as well as used within the
screening processes, it is possible to evaluate fit (Flannigan, 2004; Green, 2010; Shinn,
2005; Townsend, 2008; van der Vorm, 2001; Wakelee, 2010). One such criterion
mentioned in an article about hiring for community college faculty was learner centered
instruction (Fowler-Hill, 2002). Given the fact that many community colleges are
focusing on this delivery method, there seems to be value in asking learning centered
questions in the interview process and also require candidates to provide examples of
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practice or even in some processes have a teaching demonstration that incorporates this
paradigm. Additionally, the author suggested that learning into the mission, vision, and
core values (Fowler-Hill, 2002). This illustrated the relationship between the mission
statement and the qualities that the institution deems necessary to define quality faculty
(Green, 2010).
Indeed, Flannigan, Jones, and Moore (2004) write that hiring practices are not
effective in part because the emphasis on credentials in hiring processes places the focus
in scholarly development as opposed to teaching and given the heavy emphasis on
teaching at the community college level, this focus does not align with the mission of
their organizations. Flannigan et al. (2004) indicated that in the last 20 to 30 years the
qualifications needed to teach at community colleges have become part of the focus, but
that credentials are heavily relied on with the exception of vocational programs where
experience is more significant and desirable.
Faculty Evaluation
Evaluating the faculty is part of the culture of most, if not all, higher education
institutions. Accreditation bodies have required the evaluation of the effectiveness of
faculty for many years; therefore there has been a great deal of literature on this process.
Books, articles, studies and seminars on this process have been offered for the last several
decades, including information on the different types of evaluation which outline the
planning and implementation of multiple approaches to this process. This section reviews
what is known about these processes in order to illustrate the different options currently
available to institutions.
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Purposes of Faculty Evaluation
The literature reveals two different purposes for evaluating faculty: formative and
summative (Arreola, 2000; Astin, 1993; Ellett & Teddlie, 2003; Seldin, 1995).
Formative evaluations are administered to inform the faculty and to help improve the
quality of their instruction. The purpose of the summative evaluation, on the other hand,
is to inform others for the purpose of personnel decisions (Centra, 1993). Indeed, these
are two very divergent purposes and are viewed by faculty members in very differing
manners. It is one thing to view an evaluation as a way to improve one’s teaching and
quite another to view that same process in the light of continued employment (Arreola,
2000). This would most likely be the same whether one being evaluated is full or parttime.
The purpose of the evaluation should also have great impact on the type of
evaluation performed. Most faculty members would not appreciate the idea of tenure,
promotion, or continued employment being held solely in the hands of students. On the
other hand, students are uniquely competent to evaluate the effectiveness of teaching for
the purpose of making improvements that would increase the quality of their educational
experience and acquisition of knowledge and skills. Although personnel decisions must
be made regarding part-time faculty, those decisions are made using different information
and the purpose of faculty evaluation of part-time faculty is much more directed toward
development and improving the quality of teaching performance. This then makes the
process a little less complicated when the summative purpose is removed from the
process. For the purposes of my study, the concentration will be on evaluating both full-
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time and part-time faculty and what processes should be utilized and what documentation
should take place (Arreola, 2000; Buller, 2012).
Planning and Designing for Faculty Evaluation
The experts agree that without strong planning and design faculty evaluations will
not yield the desired information (Arreola, 2000; Seldin, 1999). With good planning and
design, both summative and formative evaluation can be accomplished (Arreola, 2000).
Planning and design are crucial to the outcome of the process. There seems to be
widespread agreement also on the fact that both administration and faculty must be
involved in the planning and design, and that one does not necessarily fit all (Arreola,
2000; Astin, 1993; Buller, 2012; Seldin, 1999). Administration may have a very specific
goal in mind in wanting to evaluate faculty, but unless they are willing to devote both
time and resources to the process, the results will most likely be less than desirable
(Buller, 2012). In order for the process to succeed there will be time and resources
needed during all aspects of the procedure. Planning in the beginning is crucial in order to
gather the appropriate information, and it will also take time to implement the process.
Time should also be taken to communicate with the faculty in order to help reach
consensus on the methodology and desired outcomes.
Without the cooperation and communication of administration and faculty, the
evaluation process is unlikely to succeed (Arreola, 2000). The faculty should spend time
determining exactly what they do that is worthy of evaluating and how it can be best
measured. Administration might think that it knows what should be measured, but it must
certainly provide an opportunity for the faculty to have input on the process or there will
be resentment and resistance to the entire process (Arreola, 2000; Astin, 1993).
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Together, the two groups can and must reach consensus on those things worth evaluating
and how best to gather the important information. There is little room for dissension on
this point. The order in which this happens does not necessarily seem crucial but getting
both groups together to determine the plan and design is of utmost importance.
One factor that underscores the importance of bringing both groups on board from
the very beginning is the political nature of the process. This is fraught with political
fallout and therefore it is important that this be hammered out before the process is begun
as much as is possible (Arreola, 2000; Astin, 1993). Arreola (2000) stated:
If the faculty perceive the forms and procedures as measuring things they
don’t believe should be measured, or it they simply don’t like the sound of
some of the questions, then the forms and procedures will be of little
positive use (p. 1).
One of the first things that Arreola (2000) suggested be done is to determine the
breakdown of the many roles faculty play. This allows the group to not only identify
those areas that should be evaluated but also to rate them in order of importance and then
to determine who is in the best position to evaluate each role. This then creates a structure
that is unique to the institution and its culture and philosophies. The process can also lead
to a greater understanding of each group’s focus and priorities in the many roles faculty
play. Once again this process alone could bring greater understanding and
communication between the groups. Upon completion of the ranking of roles and
determination of appropriate evaluators has been established, the focus can turn to the
method to gather the important information. The more key individuals involved in these
processes the better and only after these important planning and design decisions have
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been made, can the process of information gathering begin. It seems that this process will
work regardless of the type of process that is to be employed. There are many experts that
advocate a number of different systems to use in order to measure and analyze the
information, but they all seem to stress the importance of the planning and design process
as being crucial and inclusive (Arreola, 2000; Astin, 1993; Seldin, 1999).
The next decision that must be made is who will receive the information upon
completion of the evaluation process. Again this is open to a great deal of debate by the
experts, but they seem to agree on one point: who should receive the results from the
evaluation is dependent on the purpose of the evaluation. If the process is being
administered to provide input on personnel decisions, then obviously the administration
needs to have access to the information. However, if teaching improvement is the
impetus of the process, then the instructor should receive the information with the
possible addition of a mentor. There is a fair amount of consensus as to the amount of
information shared and the timeliness of the sharing. Administrators can receive an
overall compilation of information that has been gathered over an extended time period,
without any specific information about particular courses or times of the academic year.
This would remove anomalies that can be explained and or improvements that have taken
place out of the information. If the purpose of the process is to improve teaching the
sooner and more specific the information is for the faculty, the more value it has in
impacting future opportunities. There is also the aspect of using the overall information to
form the professional development plans for a department, unit or individual. This would
not necessarily mean having access to all of the information but general information
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could be gathered that would help in tailoring continuing education to the needs of the
faculty (Arreola, 2000; Astin, 1993; Buller, 2012; Cashin, 1996).
Multi Procedure Approaches
Most evaluation processes use a combination of self- assessment, classroom
observation, and student evaluations on an ongoing schedule. This combination allows
for a compilation of data that is more comprehensive because it covers several
perspectives. The actual procedure can take on many different forms but the results are
fairly consistent. Clearly, this process must occur and the results compiled in a fairly
short time frame in order for the results to be of use to the academic department and the
faculty themselves. Data collected that is not analyzed and does not lead to action is a
waste of resources.
In addition to classroom evaluation, most processes include service and
professional growth as part of the process. Again it must be stressed that unless all
individuals involved take the process seriously and give it the necessary effort, it cannot
succeed in having the desired effect. If the faculty member does not believe in the value
of the process, the students doubt the value of their honesty, or the administration
commits to spending the time and effort to ensure the timeliness of the information, it is a
wasted effort (Appling, Naumann, & Berk, 2001; Buller, 2012; Seldin, 1999).
Teaching Portfolios
Another approach gaining popularity in higher education is the portfolio process.
This process is viewed as much more developmental in nature and has many advocates.
Seldin (1993) is recognized as one of the leading experts of this style of faculty
evaluation and improvement processes. Seldin maintained that this method results in
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better evidence of quality teaching and engages the instructor in their own quality
improvement process. He is quoted as saying that a teaching portfolio is “a factual
description of a professor’s teaching strengths and accomplishments. It includes
documents and materials which collectively suggest the scope and quality of a professor’s
teaching performance” (Seldin, 1993, p. 2). Others concur, stating that the portfolios
allow the faculty member to compile evidence that documents activities that can then be
used to compare to the standards set by the institution or department (Astin, 1993; Buller,
2012). This also results in a more reflective process on the part of the faculty and like the
self-study process on the part of institutions, may result in certain revelations as a result
of the process itself. This method also results in shifting the burden of work to the faculty
and yet provides flexibility and increased comfort level with the process. It does however
require the administration to be willing to give up control of the process.
Student Evaluations of Faculty
It has long been the practice of higher education to have students evaluate the
faculty, and research has supported this practice (Campbell, Steiner, & Gerdes, 2004;
Hoyt & Pallett, 1999). Many studies have been performed that indicate that there is real
value in having students rate their instructors. There has always been and continues to be
controversy on the value and weight that should be given this one method of gathering
data, but the fact that almost all higher education institutions use this method of
evaluation speaks to the universality of its acceptance as a valuable tool in evaluating
faculty. Cashin (1996) supported the use of student rating systems in terms of both
reliability and validity. There has been extensive research and all indications point to this
being a crucial part of the evaluation process. Cashin (1996) also showed that there is
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wide acceptance of the notion that student evaluations should not be the only tool used in
evaluating faculty.
Since student evaluation is probably the one most universally utilized process, it
was examined first in my study. Given the widespread use of this tool, is there room for
innovation and improvement in this process? Are there questions that are most
appropriately answered by students but that should also be asked of others? Are there
some questions that only students have the capacity and experience to answer? Many
experts have tried to answer these and many other questions regarding the use of student
ratings in evaluating faculty, however for the purpose of my study the value of this tool
was accepted and the question was what part of the overall process is student evaluation
of the faculty.
Differing Processes for Different Faculty
It would seem obvious that the process of evaluating full-time faculty would look
very different from that of part-time faculty. The goal in each case would appear to be
quite different but it may not be. Just because part-time faculty members are not part of
tenure system does not mean that we do not want to evaluate them for continued
employment. On the other hand, just because a faculty member is tenured does not mean
that they no longer want to improve their teaching. The big difference however seems to
be that most full-time faculty members probably have a degree in education or the
content area that they teach (Charfauros & Tierney, 1999; Daugherty, 2001; Hellman,
1998). Part-time faculty may not have the advanced degrees and may not have taken any
education courses (Hellman, 1998; Todd, 1996).
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For institutions that place a high priority on having faculty that work in the field
teaching their students, it is incumbent that they teach the part-timers how to teach. This
places a different focus on the evaluation process, but it does not necessarily change how
it should be accomplished. Most of the literature on this subject deals with the tug of war
between the administration and the faculty over how this information should be gathered
and then how it will be analyzed and used (Arreola, 2000; Buller, 2012). On the other
hand, the process might not be as contentious for a part-timer, especially if this is an
ongoing practice in his/her professional career. Most of business and industry are familiar
and comfortable with the idea of performance appraisals and although academia has not
experienced those same processes, they are now being subjected to the same scrutiny. It
is possible that the same process will work for both groups, but gathering information on
the best practices of institutions that rely heavily on part-time faculty and the way in
which the evaluate them and what evidence they find proves the quality of their ability to
teach would add to the body of knowledge currently available.
Chapter 2 Conclusion
Mission statements are widely accepted as an important communication tool for
organizations and higher education has certainly embraced their value (Berg, 2003;
Martin, 1985; Meacham, 2008; Newsom, 1991). These statements have been examined
and analyzed for themes and for the best way to create or reexamine them (Morphew,
2006; Wang, 2007). Hiring processes have been studied and documented for
effectiveness, and the evaluation of faculty has been examined and there are many books
on the most effective way to design this important process (Flannigan, 2004; Fowler-Hill,
2002; van der Vorm, 2001). What had not been studied is the value in aligning these
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important processes to the mission statement to assure that faculty will, as the HLC
requires, “understand and support” that mission.
Given the amount that has been written about different models for evaluation of
faculty, and the different roles that faculty play in different types of institution, it would
seem that the evaluation process should align with the qualities that the institution
expects the faculty to exhibit (Buller, 2012; Weinberg, 2009). Additionally, hiring the
right candidate for faculty positions would also serve to further the mission of the
institution. My study examined these processes using the lens of the mission statement to
determine if there is alignment which will assure the faculty are a good examples and
ambassadors of the mission.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
My qualitative research study examined the alignment of mission statements with
the hiring and evaluation processes of AQIP institutions. The questions posed were
addressed using data AQIP institutions offered as the criteria that constitute quality
faculty for their unique mission. Three different types of institution were studied and
analyzed to determine if there are similarities among like institutions. Twelve institutions
from each institutional type were selected from the following categories: Associates,
Baccalaureate, and Masters, both public and private.
Qualitative Methods
Hatch (2002) states that qualitative research produces data gathered from written
or spoken words that allows the reader to see the subject of the study as part of a whole.
Colleges and universities are part of a larger whole, which is the higher education
community. Accreditation is part of the price of doing business in this arena, and
compliance has often been the focus for institutions in the process of becoming
accredited. Recently, the regional accreditors have made a shift toward continuous
quality improvement that changes the process as well as the paradigm. My qualitative
study saught to explore something about which little is known by analyzing a sampling to
achieve a deeper understanding of the phenomenon (Creswell, 2008). My study utilized a
purposeful sampling of AQIP institutions. By taking advantage of the opportunity to
analyze hiring and evaluation processes and their alignment with mission, my study
reviewed how institutions are setting their own bar as to the criteria that they believe best
exemplifies quality faculty for their institution.
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My study gathered the information which each institution has included in their
systems portfolio that was prepared for the HLC’s AQIP pathway of accreditation.
Examining, evaluating and analyzing what each institution writes about their processes
and values regarding the hiring and evaluating of their faculty within their System
Portfolio provided valuable data. This approach provided the best possibility to
understand and examine the processes and determine their alignment with the
institution’s mission statement. In his book on educational research, Tight (2003) states
that this methodology is appropriate for examining higher education and the lives of
academics. He also identifies the analysis of documents as an effective method to
determine the institutions’ senses of reality and cultural context.
Role of the Researcher
The researcher of a qualitative study determines the credibility of the outcome in
that the fieldwork is conducted and analyzed by this person, who is therefore responsible
for the rigor, skill and competence of the data gathering (Patton, 2002). It would be
unreasonable to expect a researcher to have no opinions or theories on a topic chosen for
a study of this magnitude; however it is not unreasonable to expect objectivity in the
outcome of a study (Flannigan, 2004; HLC, 2007; Patton, 2002). Additionally the
motivation for pursuing a qualitative study is to learn and present new information to add
to the body of knowledge, not to prove that the researcher’s bias is valid. In my study the
expected outcome is determining if the institutions’ hiring and evaluations processes
reflect its mission and values.
As the researcher of this study, the only beliefs that I hold is that faculty should fit
the mission and values of the institution in reference to their skills, knowledge and
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abilities. I have no opinion on what those might include for institutions other than the one
where I serve, and therefore am confident in my ability to be objective. As an educator
that owned a human resource company in the past, the success of my business relied on
my ability to interview individuals and companies to determine a fit. The skills gained
have assisted me in gaining insight in the foundational values of both companies and
individuals. I believe this expertise as well as a strong curiosity served me and the study
well in gathering the pertinent data needed to provide rich, valuable insight into the
processes and values of the participating institutions.
Data Gathering and Sampling
Purposeful sampling can be used to learn a great deal from a small sample of
subjects (Creswell, 2008; Patton, 2002; Seidman, 2006). Miles and Huberman (1994)
identify four aspects that should be considered: setting, actors, events and process. In my
study the setting are the institutions of higher education, the actors are those charged with
hiring and evaluating faculty, the event is the opportunity to determine what quality
faculty means for that institution offered by the HLC, and the process are the way in
which the institutions determine what their faculty need to exhibit in order to align with
the qualities defined in their mission statement. As each institution is unique, the data
found in the System Portfolio reflects their unique policies and processes needed to
provide evidence that they meet accreditation standards. This document should therefore
provide accurate information that details the criteria and processes necessary to identify
faculty that fit the mission in delivering quality education to the students.
Patton (2002) indicates there are three kinds of data collection that usually inform
qualitative findings. They are in-depth open-ended interviews, direct observations, and
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written documents. The methodology design of my study fulfills one of these collection
options. By examining the system portfolio which has been submitted to the HLC, a
sample of data was gathered for analysis and comparison. Given the restrictions placed
on institutions’ in their system portfolio, this design affords the researcher the
opportunity to analyze the information that they deem most important in documenting
who they are and what they do in light of their mission statement.
The HLC requires each institution that follows the AQIP pathway to create and
submit up to a 100 page System Portfolio. System Portfolios that serve as examples for
other institutions are published on the HLC website (http://www.ncahlc.org/AQIPSystems-Appraisal/systems-portfolios-links.html). Since these are often published and
are accessible to the public, I selected the institutions to study from this group with the
goal of studying 12 institutions from each category of Associates, Baccalaureate and
Masters, institutions both public and private. After using a website to provide random
numbers to support a stratified random sample, I accessed those portfolios from each
institution type from the list provided by the HLC. The institutions are categorized by
titles matching those used in Carnegie Classifications. They are listed as Associates
public and private, Baccalaureate public and private and Master’s larger, medium and
smaller programs ("Carnegie Foundation Classification Description," 2010).
When I found enough institutions that have portfolios available on their website,
the portfolios were downloaded into a file on my computer. Each portfolio is the
document completed by the institution in answer to the same questions posed by AQIP.
The HLC provides a list of questions that all institutions answer and this makes up the
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system portfolio. The pertinent questions asked by AQIP which must be addressed within
the systems portfolio and were examined for this study are:
1. How do you identify the specific credentials, skills, and values required for
faculty, staff, and administrators?
2. How do your hiring processes make certain that the people you employ
possess the credentials, skills, and values you require?
3. How do you recruit, hire, and retain employees?
4. How do you design and use your personnel evaluation system? How do you
align this system with your objectives for both instructional and noninstructional programs and services?
By analyzing the information provided in each system portfolio, data was
gathered and documented. Mission statements were included in the portfolio as well as
documentation of hiring and evaluation processes. All of this data was analyzed and
comparisons and contrasts were drawn. The results were documented based on
institutional type and alignment analysis.
Data Analysis
There have been many studies that examine mission statements of higher
education institutions looking for themes or elements and comparing them against each
other (Lenning, 1976; Morphew, 2006; Wang, 2007). In an effort to add to the body of
knowledge on this subject, my study created a grid with the selected recurrent themes
used by Wang et al. (2007). In this study, they studied the differences in mission
statements among two and four year public institutions in Texas and identified recurrent
themes of: leadership, citizenship, cultural diversity, life-long learning, excellence in
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teaching and research, creativity, critical thinking, academic achievement, collaboration
and partnership, vocational and technical skills, access to higher education, academic
readiness and skill development, student services, community focus and technology.
Although some of these themes do not directly impact the work of faculty, this provided a
broader description of each institution. Based on the work of Arreola and others, the
themes most closely related to faculty include: excellence in teaching and research,
academic achievement, academic readiness and skill development, vocational and
technical skills, and community focus. By examining all of the mission statements for
these themes, I had a mechanism to compare like institutions and also look for those
themes that impact the hiring and evaluation processes.
A database was designed with each institution as a record, including fields for
each theme. By creating a field for each theme a query was designed that identified all
institutions by type, and/or mission statement theme. This method produced the important
reports that appear in the results chapter and allow for analysis. Additionally, processes
were analyzed based on the themes which assisted in determining alignment.
Examination of this data provided the opportunity to look for alignment,
comparisons and contrasts. This process determined if the institutions’ mission statement
does in fact provide guidance for these most important processes that assure that the
faculty in the classroom are the appropriate individuals to assist students in meeting their
academic and career goals. Comparison of themes and institutional type also provided
added insight as to whether any similarities exist in the qualities sought for like
institutions. The analysis also indicated whether the processes are designed to find the
faculty members most likely to share the values of the institution they represent.
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Chapter 3 Closure
Next Chapter 4 will provide the results of my study.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Institutions that choose the AQIP accreditation model submit a document called a
Systems Portfolio to provide evidence that they met accreditation criterion. The portfolio
is created by answering questions related to the criterion and is limited in its length. This
process replaces the self-study and site visit that are commonly used to gather evidence in
conventional accreditation methods. The Systems Portfolio for all AQIP institutions is
expected to be available to the public and other institutions. Given that this document is
created with the sole purpose of demonstrating compliance with the accreditation
criterion, an institution’s processes, results and improvements are described in sufficient
detail to provide the Higher Learning Commission the information needed to grant
accredited status (NCAHLC, 2014). I examined the Systems Portfolio for each
institution in my study to find documentation on the processes of hiring and evaluation of
faculty, analyzing them for alignment with the mission statement of the institution.
Description of Institutions
The selection of institutions analyzed for this study came from a list of 186
institutions noted as following the AQIP model (NCAHLC, 2014). By breaking them
down using Carnegie Classification, I found 138 to be Associates institutions, 18
Baccalaureate institutions, and 30 Masters institutions. Of these 186 institutions, 36 were
selected as a part of a stratified random sample approach to equal 12 from each
institutional type: Associates, Baccalaureate, and Masters. Once these institutions were
chosen, I then compared and contrasted information found within each institution’s
Systems Portfolio to find consistencies and repeating themes.
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An essential distinction worth noting is the random number system I created for
the purpose of this study. To protect the privacy of all institutions researched and to
maintain their confidentiality during this study, a numbering system was created to
substitute for all names and locations. To maintain a distinct clarification of each
institution, the only distinguishing characteristics that were used included: the Carnegie
Classification of each institution, the status of the institution studied (i.e., public or
private), and whether the institution is for profit or non-profit. As noted, the Carnegie
Classification of each institution involved three categories: Associates, Baccalaureate,
and Masters. This distinction between the institutions becomes essential later with the
third research question. The status of the institution was divided into two separate
categories, private institution or a public institution. As for the operation of the
institution, for the use of this study, the only distinction used was if the institution was
identified as a for-profit institution or a not-for-profit entity. By only using these three
key distinctions I was able to categorize institutions as needed for this study, yet
maintained the necessary anonymity of the individual institution.
First and Second Research Question
The first research question asks: For institutions that have been accepted into the
Higher Learning Commission’s alternative accreditation Academic Quality Improvement
Program (AQIP), how does the documentation within their Systems Portfolios
demonstrate the alignment of their processes for hiring and evaluating faculty with their
mission statement?
The second research question asks: For such institutions, what criteria do they list
that defines quality faculty, and how do these criteria align with their hiring and
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evaluation processes? It was during the evaluation of each institution’s Systems Portfolio
that specific criteria were generated to address these research questions. It was from their
mission statements that the criteria these institutions used to hire new educators, and to
evaluate such faculty once hired, started to materialize. To best answer these research
questions, it is important to divide the question into two main focuses: the hiring criteria,
and the evaluations criteria.
Hiring Criteria
To address the first part of these questions, I researched each institution’s hiring
criteria for their faculty, as described within each of 36 institutional Systems Portfolio.
Once the information was studied and all data analyzed, I found seven recurring hiring
criteria that these 36 institutions used to identify quality faculty. In many cases, several of
these criteria were found in an individual institution’s Systems Portfolio. These seven
hiring criteria included: Meets Collective Bargaining Criteria, Meets Accreditation
Standards, Sufficient Teaching Experience, Sufficient Professional Experience, Fits with
Mission/Values, Professional Skills, and Credentials/Terminal Degree.
Of the seven hiring criteria of quality faculty, taken from institution’s Systems
Portfolios, it was having certain Credentials/Terminal Degrees that was found the most
during my study. Of the 36 institutions in this study, 86.1% included having certain
Credentials/Terminal Degree as important for hiring criteria. Having certain Professional
Skills came in as a close second for number of institutions that mention it as a hiring
criteria, with this specific criterion present in 63.8% of Systems Portfolios. One other
criteria, Fits with Mission/Values, was mentioned in over 50% of the Systems Portfolio.
As for the rest of the criteria involving hiring process, most range from the low 30’s to
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mid-teens percentages. This list includes: Sufficient Professional Experience at 30.5%,
Sufficient Teaching Experience at 30.5%, Meets Accreditation Standards at 27.7%, and
Meets Collective Bargaining Criteria at 16.6% (See Table 1).
Table 1
Hiring Criteria
ID#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Meets
Collective
Bargaining
Criteria

Meets
Accreditation
Standards

Sufficient
Teaching
Experience

X
X

Sufficient
Professional
Experience

X
X
X

X
X
X

Fits with
Missions
/Values

Has Certain
Professional
Skills

Credential
Terminal
Degree

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 1 (Continued)
ID#

31
32
33
34
35
36
Tot
al
%

Meets
Collective
Bargaining
Criteria

Meets
Accreditation
Standards

Sufficient
Teaching
Experience

Sufficient
Professional
Experience

Fits with
Missions
/Values

Has Certain
Professional
Skills

Credential
Terminal
Degree

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

23/36

31/36

63.8%

86.1%

X
X
X

X

6/36

10/36

11/36

11/36

X
X
21/36

16.6%

27.7%

30.5%

30.5%

58.3%

For the second aspect of the questions, I researched each institution’s hiring
process for their faculty, as described within each of 36 institutional Systems Portfolio.
Again I studied the information gathered and once all data was analyzed I found eight
recurring hiring processes that these 36 institutions used to identify quality faculty. These
hiring processes included: Required Research Presentation, Evaluate Resume for
Collective Bargaining criteria, Evaluate Resume for Teaching Experience, Evaluate
Resume for Professional Experience, Post Position in a Professional Journal, Teaching
Demonstrations, Interview to Check Fit with Mission/Values, and Transcript/Resume
Check.
Of the eight hiring processes to secure quality faculty, as taken from institutions’
Systems Portfolios, it was Transcript/Resume Check that was found the most during my
research. Of the 36 institutions in this study, 88.8% documented a Transcript/Resume
Check as important for their hiring process. Interview to Check Fit With Mission/Values,
and Required Teaching Demonstrations both came in as a not-so-close second for
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institutions that mention it as a hiring process, with the specific criterion present in 58.3%
of Systems Portfolios. None of the other processes were mentioned in over 50% of the
Systems Portfolios, ranging from 41.6% to 13.8%. This list includes: Post Position in a
Professional Journal at 41.6%, Evaluate Resume for Professional Experience at 30.5%,
Evaluate Resume for Teaching Experience at 30.5%, Evaluate Resume for Collective
Bargaining at 16.6%, and a Required Research Presentation at 13.8% (See Table 2).
Table 2
Hiring Process
ID
#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Required
Research
Presentat
ion

Evaluate
Resume
For
Collective
Bargaining

Evaluate
Resume for
Teaching
Experience

Evaluate
Resume for
Prof.
Experience

X

X
X
X

Post
Position
in a
Prof.
Journal

Teaching
Demo

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Interview
to Check
fit with
Mission/
Values

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

Transcript/
Resume
Check

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
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Table 2 (Continued)
ID
#

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Tot
als
%

Required
Research
Presentat
ion

Evaluate
Resume
For
Collective
Bargaining

Evaluate
Resume for
Teaching
Experience

Evaluate
Resume for
Prof.
Experience

X

X
X

Post
Position
in a
Prof.
Journal

Teaching
Demo

Interview to
Check fit
with
Mission/
Values

Transcript/
Resume
Check

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

5/36

6/36

11/36

11/36

15/36

21/36

X
X
21/36

13.8%

16.6%

30.5%

30.5%

41.6%

58.3%

58.3%

32/36
88.8%

Faculty Evaluations
The second part of research question 2 required an examination of each
institution’s evaluation processes for faculty once hired. Once I analyzed each
institution’s Systems Portfolio, I found nine processes relevant to faculty evaluations at
the institutional level. The nine processes include: Student Evaluations, Peer
Evaluations, Supervisor Evaluations, Portfolio Review, Published Works Reviewed, SelfEvaluations, Classroom Observations, Research, and Currency in Field. To define quality
faculty at the institutional level, evaluations hold an important place in this determination.
For most institutions there was more than one process for collecting valuable information
through faculty evaluations.
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Of the nine processes found in the Systems Portfolios, Student Evaluations were
the most widely used to determine the quality of faculty. Of the 36 institutions included
in this study, 86.1% indicated Student Evaluations to be a necessary component of
evaluation of faculty. The next largest criteria mentioned included Supervisor
Evaluations, although significantly reduced when compared to Student Evaluations, such
Supervisor Evaluations were mentioned in 55.5% of these institution’s mission
statements. Other criteria included: Classroom Observations (41.6%), Self-Evaluations
(38.8%), and Research Evaluations (30.5%). Of the final criteria found in the mission
statements, a few used Peer Evaluations (19.4%), Published Works Reviewed (11.1%),
Portfolios Reviewed (11.1%), and lastly Currency in Field (2.7%) (See Table 3).

Table 3
Faculty Evaluations
ID#

Currency
in Field

Port
folio

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Published
Works
review

Peer
Evals

X

X

X

X

Research

Classroom
Observations

Self
Evals

Supervisor
Evals

Student
Evals

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
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Table 3 (Continued)
ID#

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Tot
al
%

Currency
in Field

Portfolio

Published
Works
review

Peer
Evals

Research

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

Classroom
Observations

Self
Evals

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Supervisor
Evals

Student
Evals

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

15/36

16/36

22/36

X
X
30/36

41.6%

44.4%

61.1%

83.3%

X
X

X
X

X
X

1/36

4/36

4/36

8/36

X
11/36

2.7%

11.1%

11.1%

22.2%

30.5%

Third Research Question
The third research question asks: What consistency exists in the criteria and
processes between like institutional types (i.e., Associates, Baccalaureate, and Masters)?
When analyzing the data for each of the institutions, I found six themes within the
mission statements that ideally should align directly with each institution’s hiring and
evaluation processes, including a focus on: Academic Achievement, Academic Readiness
and Skill Development, Research, Excellence in Teaching, Vocational and Technical
Skills, and Community. After spending extensive time studying institutions’ Systems
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Portfolios and focusing on their mission statements, I then compared their policies, as
summarized within their Systems Portfolio, and came up with significant data to
determine what percentage of the institutions, based on Carnegie Classification, focused
their hiring processes and evaluations within each of the six main themes.
I first determined the totals for each individual theme by going through all of the
36 institutions included in my study. Once those total percentages were found, each was
divided into their Carnegie Classification (Associates, Baccalaureate, and Masters), and
individual percentages were found for the number of institutions that included these
themes in their mission statements.
A Focus on Academic Achievement
The first theme that I found in my research was a Focus on Academic
Achievement. According to Wang et al. (2007), Academic Achievement elements can be
found in an institution’s mission statements by finding key words similar to: “academic
effectiveness,” “solid academic foundation,” and “strong foundation.” It was rare in my
research that I found full sentences describing the six themes discussed in question three.
In most cases, a few key words and phrases signified the theme for which I was looking.
The direct quotes I found in my research for this theme included: “developing skills and
knowledge,” “enriches people’s lives through quality programs,” “lifelong learning
opportunities,” “reach their potential,” “academic excellence,” “develop leaders,” “offer
the opportunity to achieve academic excellence,” “continuing personal and professional
development,” and “intellectual discovery.”
What I found in my research was that a Focus on Academic Achievement was
present in 50% of the 36 Systems Portfolios I studied. After breaking down the
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institutions into their Carnegie Classification, I found that this theme was more present
within the mission statements of Masters Institutions, then in Associates and
Baccalaureate. Of the 50% of institutions including this in their mission statements,
66.6% came from Masters Institutions, 33% from Associates and 50% from
Baccalaureate institutions (See Table 4 and Figure 1 for further information on Academic
Achievement). As a student progresses through the Associates and Baccalaureate levels
of education, a Focus on Academic Achievement becomes essential to achieving the next
level of education in a specific field. This can be seen in the ascension of the percentages
from one level of education to the next.

Table 4
Mission Statement Theme: A Focus on Academic Achievement
College

Carnegie Classification

Academic Achievement

6

A

Yes

7

A

Yes

11

A

Yes

12

A

Yes

Associates Institutions: 33.3%

4/12

13

B

Yes

15

B

Yes

16

B

Yes

22

B

Yes

Subtotal

49

Table 4 (Continued)

College

Carnegie Classification

Academic Achievement

Subtotal

Baccalaureate Institutions: 50%

6/12

26

M

Yes

27

M

Yes

28

M

Yes

30

M

Yes

34

M

Yes

35

M

Yes

36

M

Yes

Master Institutions: 66.6%

7/12

All Institutions: 50%

18/36

Subtotal
Grand Total

Note. Institutions without theme excluded.

66.3%

Number of Insitutions

8

50%

7
6
5

66.6%
50%

33.3%

33.3%

4
3
2
1
0
Associates

Figure 2.

Baccalaureate
Percentage Found
Not Found

Masters

A Focus on Academic Achievement in Mission Statements.
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A Focus on Academic Readiness and Skill Development
The second theme found in my studies was a combination of Academic Readiness
and Skill Development. Like the Focus on Academic Achievement in mission statements,
Wang et al. (2007) explained that specific keywords help determine if an institution
identifies with this particular theme, including: “basic skills,” “develop skills,” “academic
readiness,” “developing skills,” “skill development,” and “skills.” They also stated that
another way an institution can identify with this theme is to list the skills the institution
specializes in, specifically when involving training and teaching of their students. My
research came up with several key words and phrases that identified the importance of
Academic Readiness and Skill Development. Some direct quotes included: “provide
students with a powerful foundation,” “help students reach their objectives for continuing
higher education,” “life changing education,” “lifelong learning,” “transfer preparation,”
“student success,” “offering students education leading to baccalaureate transfer,” “meet
the needs of students in pursuing educational goals,” “life of learning,” “fosters
competence in oral and written communication,” “scientific and quantitative reasoning,”
and “critical analysis/analytical thinking.”
This theme, a Focus on Academic Readiness and Skill Development, was found
in 30.5% of the Systems Portfolios used for this study, and the percentages of the
individual Carnegie Classification were relatively even. The percentages included:
Associates institutions (33.3%), Baccalaureate institutions (33.3%) and Masters
institutions (41.6%) (See Table 5 and Figure 2 for further information on Academic
Readiness and Skill Development). The areas covered under this theme are essential as
students progress through their education, whereby it is extremely important they are
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ready for the next phase of their development. To achieve this it is important for these
institutions to have quality faculty that are prepared to assist students in their journey.
That may be why the data shows a relatively even percentage across all three levels of
education.
Table 5
Mission Statement Theme: A Focus on Academic Readiness and Skill Development
College

Carnegie Classification

Academic Readiness and
Skill Development

3

A

Yes

8

A

Yes

10

A

Yes

11

A

Yes

Associates Institutions: 33.3%

4/12

13

B

Yes

16

B

Yes

22

B

Yes

23

B

Yes

Baccalaureate Institutions: 33.3%

4/12

30

M

Yes

35

M

Yes

36

M

Yes

Masters Institutions: 41.6%

3/12

All Institutions: 30.5%

11/36

Subtotal

Subtotal

Subtotal
Grand Total

Note. Institutions without theme excluded.
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Number of Institutions

66.6%
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

58.3%
41.6%

33.3%

Associates

Figure 3.

66.6%

33.3%

Baccalaureate
Percentage Found
Not Found

Masters

A Focus on Academic Readiness and Skill Development in
Mission Statement.

A Focus on Excellence in Research
Third on the list of themes from the data retrieved during the study was a Focus
on Excellence in Research. While it cannot be denied that research skills are a necessary
component for any quality faculty member, within this study of mission statements,
Excellence in Research totaled the smallest percent found of the six mission statement
themes. To identify with this theme, specific descriptors were used that disclosed which
institutions incorporated this into their mission statements. The identifiers Wang et al.
(2007) focused on included: “excellence,” “quality,” “distinction,” and “higher
standards.” In my research I found the key term “applied research” as the only identifier
for my Focus on Excellence in Research theme.
At just 22.2%, this was the smallest percentage by a wide margin. As the
percentages are broken down into the three Carnegie Classifications, it can be seen that
an increase occurs the higher up in education level of the institutions. At the Associates
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level it was found in 8.3% of the mission statements, while it was 25% in the
Baccalaureate institutions 33.3% in the Master’s institutions (See Table 6 and Figure 3
for further information on A Focus on Excellence in Research). Since a focus on research
is important at higher levels of education, this low percentage at the Master’s level is
intriguing. This topic will be discussed further later on in this chapter.
Table 6
Mission Statement Theme: A Focus on Excellence in Research
College

Carnegie Classification

Excellence in Research

A

Yes

Associates Institutions: 8.3%

1/12

21

B

Yes

23

B

Yes

24

B

Yes

Baccalaureate Institutions: 25%

3/12

32

M

Yes

33

M

Yes

34

M

Yes

36

M

Yes

Masters Institutions: 33.3%

4/12

All Institutions: 22.2%

8/36

9
Subtotal

Subtotal

Subtotal
Grand Total

Note. Institutions without theme excluded
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91.6%

Number of Institutions

12

75%

66.6%

10
8
33.3%

6
4

25%
8.3%

2
0
Associates

Baccalareate
Percentage Found

Figure 4.

Masters

Not Found

A Focus on Excellence in Research in Mission Statements.

A Focus on Excellence in Teaching
The fourth main theme found during this study was a Focus on Excellence in
Teaching. In the research done by Wang et al. (2007), both A Focus on Excellence in
Teaching and on Excellence in Research shared the same identifiers within the mission
statements they researched, including: “excellence,” “quality,” “distinction,” and “higher
standards.” As for the direct quotes I found that identified with Excellence in Teaching,
these included: “quality educational opportunities,” “learning centered,” “quality
education,” “through learning,” “minds change,” “dynamic learning environment,”
“quality higher education,” “enrich lives through learning,” “quality programs,” “focus is
learning,” “quality education,” “academic excellence,” “prepare people for a life of
learning,” and “learning community focused on students.”
The Focus on Excellence in Teaching was the first theme that did not increase
with the level of institutional classification. This theme had higher percentages at the
Associates level (66.6%), and decreases to the same percentage for both Baccalaureate
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and Master’s institutions (58.3%). (See Table 6 and Figure 4 for further information on
Excellence in Teaching). While there was a small decrease from the Associates level of
Carnegie Classification to the Baccalaureate and Masters, all percentages may still be
high due to the desire of having excellent teaching skills for quality faculty, no matter the
institutional level. Of the six themes found for this study, this matched Community Focus
(61.1%) as the most mentioned of the themes from the mission statements.

Table 7
Mission Statement Theme: A Focus on Excellence in Teaching
College

Carnegie Classification

Excellence in Teaching

2

A

Yes

4

A

Yes

6

A

Yes

8

A

Yes

9

A

Yes

10

A

Yes

11

A

Yes

12

A

Yes

Associates Institutions: 66.6%

8/12

13

B

Yes

15

B

Yes

16

B

Yes

19

B

Yes

Subtotal

56

Table 7 (Continued)
College

Carnegie Classification

Excellence in Teaching

21

B

Yes

23

B

Yes

24

B

Yes

Baccalaureate Institutions: 58.3%

7/12

31

M

Yes

32

M

Yes

33

M

Yes

34

M

Yes

35

M

Yes

36

M

Yes

Masters Institutions: 58.3%

7/12

All Institutions: 61.1%

22/36

Subtotal

Subtotal
Grand Total

Note. Institutions without theme excluded

66.6%

Number of Institutions

58.3%

58.3%

8
7

41.6%

41.6%

6

33.3%

5
4
3
2
1
0
Associates

Figure 5.

Baccalaureate
Percentage Found
Not Found

Masters

A Focus on Excellence in Teaching in Mission Statements
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A Focus on Vocational and Technical Skill Development
The fifth theme found in my research was a Focus on Vocational and Technical
Skill Development as a necessity for quality faculty. While searching through mission
statements Wang et al. (2007) identified this theme by finding terms such as “vocational”
or “technical,” and the combination of both words. In Wang et al’s work, many times
these words were used to promote a particular certificate or degree program. In my
research I found identifying phrases that signified the importance of Vocational and
Technical Skills for students. Those direct quotes included: “meets workforce needs,”
“professional studies,” “build and maintain a diverse and effective workforce,” “meets
their objectives for employment,” “improve standard of living,” “economic
development,” “career preparation and workforce development,” “career advancement,”
“meet the needs of students in pursuing their professional goals,” “prepare students for
meaningful work,” “prepare people for work,” “prepare students to meet work
challenges,” “to develop leaders,” and “vocationally equipping.”
The theme a Focus on Vocational and Technical Skill Development was more
pronounced in the Associates and Baccalaureate institutions, and had lower rates at the
Masters level. As a total amount, 55.5% of the 36 schools incorporated this theme into
their mission statements. As for the Carnegie Classification, the highest percentage was
in the Baccalaureate institutional level (75%), with the Associates institutions (66.6%).
The dramatic drop occurred between those two institutional levels and the Masters level,
which was only found in 25% of their level (See Table 8 and Figure 5 for further
information for the Focus on Vocational and Technical Skill Development).
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Table 8
Mission Statement Theme: Focus on Vocational and Technical Skill Development
College

Carnegie Classification

Vocational and Technical
Skills

1

A

Yes

2

A

Yes

3

A

Yes

4

A

Yes

5

A

Yes

8

A

Yes

10

A

Yes

12

A

Yes

Associates Institutions : 66.6%

9/12

13

B

Yes

14

B

Yes

16

B

Yes

17

B

Yes

18

B

Yes

19

B

Yes

22

B

Yes

23

B

Yes

24

B

Yes

Baccalaureate Institutions: 75%

9/12

30

M

Yes

31

M

Yes

Subtotal

Subtotal
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Table 8 (Continued)

College

Carnegie Classification

Subtotal
Grand total

Vocational and Technical
Skills

Masters Institutions: 25%

3/12

All Institutions: 55.5%

21/36

Number of Institutions

Note. Institutions without theme excluded.

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

33.3%

Associates

75%

75%

66.6%

25%

Baccalaureate
Percentage Found
Not Found

25%

Masters

Figure 6. A Focus on Supporting Vocational and Technical Skill Development
in Mission Statements.

A Focus on Community
The sixth and final theme found in my study was a Focus on Community. To
identify this theme, Wang et al. (2007) used phrases such as “community service(s)” or
“community involvement” as the specific descriptors for their research. My research
identified several phrases that signified an importance of Community Focus. Those direct
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quotes included: “be responsible citizens of the global economy,” “support economic
growth and stability of our communities,” “enhance the communities we serve,” “for the
community it serves,” “prepare students for responsible citizenship,” “service to others,”
“prepare students to be responsible citizens of local,” “national and international
communities,” “to develop leaders of ministry in the local church and the world,” “world
engaging, and leaders in their communities.”
Of the six themes found for this study, the Focus on Community theme matched
the Focus on Excellence in Teaching theme (61.1%) as the most mentioned of the themes
from the mission statements. Of the three Carnegie Classification institutions, the Focus
on Community was mentioned 91.6%, an overwhelming majority of Masters institutions.
This was the highest percentage of all the themes when looking at the three levels of
institutions. As for Associates and Baccalaureate, this theme was still widely found at the
Baccalaureate level (66.6%) but not as much at the Associates level (25%) (See Table 9
and Figure 6 for further information on Community Focus).

Table 9
Mission Statement Theme: A Focus on Community
College ID#

Carnegie Classification

Community Focus

3

A

Yes

7

A

Yes

10

A

Yes

Associates Institutions: 25%

3/12

Subtotal:

61

Table 9 (Continued)

College ID#

Carnegie Classification

Community Focus

15

B

Yes

17

B

Yes

18

B

Yes

19

B

Yes

22

B

Yes

23

B

Yes

24

B

Yes

Baccalaureate Institutions: 66.6%

8/12

25

M

Yes

26

M

Yes

27

M

Yes

28

M

Yes

29

M

Yes

30

M

Yes

31

M

Yes

32

M

Yes

Subtotal

62

Table 9 (Continued)

College ID#

Carnegie Classification

Community Focus

34

M

Yes

35

M

Yes

Masters Institutions: 91.6%

11/12

All Institutions: 61.1%

22/36

Subtotal
Grand total:

Note. Institutions without theme excluded.

91.6%

Number of Institutions

12

75%

10

66.6%

8
6

33.3%

25%

4

8.3%

2
0
Associates

Figure 7.

Baccalaureate
Percentage Found
Not Found

Masters

A Focus on Community in Mission Statements
Additional Theme Evaluations

After doing my in depth research and analysis of Systems Portfolios for 36
institutions, all of which have been accepted into the Higher Learning Commission’s
alternative accreditation Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP), I found two
themes that stood out as needing extra evaluation when focusing on the importance of
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hiring quality faculty. These two themes included a Focus on Excellent Research Skills
and a Focus on Excellence in Teaching. So while looking at these two criteria, I decided
it was important to find out how many institutions measure skills with these areas when
evaluating or hiring new faculty. To do this I analyzed these institutions and determined
how many use research presentations and teaching demonstrations in hiring and
evaluation processes. The numbers were intriguing.
Research Presentations
One area of my research that stood out is that a Focus on Excellence in Research
had such a low percentage of emphasis in mission statements at all levels of education.
To further analyze this it is important to look at the percentages for these 36 institutions
and determine how many incorporate research presentations into their hiring and
evaluation processes, and then compare those number to the data I found relating to a
Focus on Excellence in Research theme.
To recap quickly, Associates institutions included a Focus on Excellence in
Research in 8.3% of their mission statements, as did 25% of Baccalaureate and 33.3% of
Masters, with a grand total of 22.2% of the 36 institutions. As for the data I found for the
Research Presentation requirements within Hiring Processes and Evaluation, this
included 0.0% of Associates level institutions mentioning this requirement, 25% of
Baccalaureate, and 16.6% of Masters institutions, for a total of 13.8%. When looking at
how many of these institutions included Research Presentations into their hiring and
evaluation processes, we can see some connection which helps to explain why these
percentages are so low. The extremely low 8.3% of Associates institutions that included a
Focus on Research within their mission statements research had 0% that noted research
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presentation were required for hiring and evaluation. Baccalaureate stayed the same, but
when analyzing the Master’s level we see a drop in percentages (See Table 10 and Figure
7 for further information on Research Presentations).
Table 10
Research Presentations
College ID #

9
Subtotals: 8.3%

Carnegie Classification

Excellence in Research
Focus

A

X

Associates Institutions

1/12
8.3%

Required
Research
Presentations
during Hiring

0/12
0.00%

17

B

X

18

B

X

21

B

X

23

B

X

24

B

X

Baccalaureate Institutions

3/12
25%

3/12
25%

32

M

X

X

34

M

X

X

36

M

X

Subtotal:4/12
33.3%

Masters Institutions

4/12
33.3%

2/12
16.6%

Grand total:
10/36 (27.7%)

All Institutions

8/36
22.2%

5/36
13.8%

Subtotal:5/12
41.6%

Note. Institutions without theme excluded.

X
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100%
83.3%

75%

Number of Institutions

91.6%
75%

12
10

66.6%

25%

8
4
2

16.7%

0%

6
8.3%

25%

0
Associates

Baccalaureate

Figure 8.

Not Found
Research Presentations

33.3%

Not Found
Excellence in Research

Masters
Excellence in Research

Not Found

Research Presentations

Not Found

Research Presentations

Teaching Demonstrations
Another area that needs further examination is the role of teaching at the three
levels, and the importance of using methods like teaching demonstrations and seeking out
teacher experiences to find quality faculty. As we already have seen in the data found, a
Focus on Excellence in Teaching is important to these institutions: Associates (66.6%),
Baccalaureate (58.3%), and Masters Institutions (58.3%), for a total of 61.1%, the highest
total of all themes. Yet, when we look at requiring Teaching Experience with hiring and
evaluating processes, we find that these numbers greatly drop to Associates (16.6%),
Baccalaureate (33.3%), and Masters Institutions (41.6%), for a total of 30.5%. For those
requiring Teaching Demonstrations, we see Associates at 41.6% and Masters Institutions
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at 50% with a slight increase in Baccalaureate 83.3% (See Table 11 and Figure 8 for
further information on Teaching Demonstrations).
Table 11
Teaching Demonstration and Experience

ID #

Carnegie
Classification

Excellence in
Teaching

Teaching Demo

Teaching
Experience

X

X

1

A

2

A

3

A

4

A

5

A

6

A

7

A

8

A

X

9

A

X

10

A

X

X

11

A

X

X

12

A

X

Associates
Institutions

8/12
66.6%

13

B

X

14

B

15

B

X

X

16

B

X

X

17

B

X

18

B

X

Subtotal

X
X

X

X

X

X
5/12
41.6%

2/12
16.6%

X

X
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Table 11 (Continued)

ID #

Carnegie

Excellence in

Classification

Teaching

20

B

21

B

22

B

23

B

X

24

B

X

Baccalaureate
Institutions

7/12
58.3%

Subtotal

Teaching Demo

Teaching
Experience

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

10/12
83.3%

4/12
33.3%

X

25

M

26

M

X

27

M

X

28

M

X

29

M

30

M

X

31

M

X

32

M

X

33

M

X

34

M

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
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Table 11 (Continued)

ID #

Carnegie

Excellence in

Classification

Teaching

M

X

Masters
Institutions

All
Institutions

36
Subtotal

Grand Total

Percentage of Institutions

66.6%

Teaching
Experience

7/12
58.3%

6/12
50%

5/12
41.6%

22/36
61.1%

21/36
58.3%

11/36
30.5%

83.3%
58.3%

10
8

33.3%
16.6%

2
0

Figure 9.

58.3%

50%

41.6%

6
4

Teaching Demo

41.6%

Excellence in Teaching
Teaching Demonstrations
Focus on Teaching Experience

Teaching Demonstration or Experience.
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Chapter 4 Closure
The alignment of mission statements with the important processes of hiring and
evaluating faculty is crucial to the main focus of higher education, which is educating
students. The purpose of this study was to use the Systems Portfolios from 36 institutions
to look for that alignment and document the findings. Mission statement themes from a
previous study by Wang et al (2007) were used to create a framework for the analysis of
the mission statements. Those themes were then compared to the processes of hiring and
evaluation identified within the Systems Portfolio for each institution. Additionally,
institutions within the same Carnegie Classifications were compared to look for similar
themes and processes. The results of this examination were presented in this chapter,
with my summary and recommendations for further study is presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The focus of my study was to look for alignment of higher education institutions’
mission statements with hiring and evaluation processes, as documented in their Systems
Portfolio required by the AQIP accreditation model. A Systems Portfolio is submitted to
the Higher Learning Commission as evidence of meeting criterion for accreditation.
Institutions document their processes within the document for HLC to use in making the
decision to grant accreditation, and for offering feedback on continuous improvement
opportunities. It is important to note there is a length restriction on this document that
requires institutions to determine what priorities to include within each section. Most
institutions include their mission statement within their Systems Portfolio, and answer
questions on hiring and evaluation processes. My study analyzed the alignment of these
elements within the Systems Portfolios of 36 institutions. The results are enlightening
and in some circumstances surprising. This chapter provides documentation of the
connections between my study and previous studies, a summary of my findings and
offers suggestions for additional study regarding the process of finding and evaluating
quality faculty that fit the mission of an institution.
Summary of Findings and Insights
The summary of my study begins with an examination of the themes found within
the mission statements of the 36 institutions. Wang et al. (2007) conducted a study on the
mission statements of two and four year institutions in Texas, where they identified 15
themes found in common. For my study, six of those 15 themes were related to the roles
faculty play in the mission of the institution, and each institution’s mission statement was
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analyzed for these six themes. Secondly, the documentation of hiring criteria and
processes are summarized, as well as any comparison/contrast between institutions of
each Carnegie Classification. The third area of summary explains my faculty evaluation
findings, as they connect to the mission of an institution. Lastly, I provide an overall
summary of my findings regarding alignment of mission statements and the processes of
hiring and evaluation.
Perhaps the most important finding is that none of the institutions studied offered
adequate documentation in their Systems Portfolio to determine complete alignment of
their mission statement with the processes for hiring and evaluation of faculty.
Mission Statements
Each mission statement was analyzed for wording that matched Wang et al.’s
(2007) six related themes, and the range of matches was from zero to all six. There were
two themes, a Focus on Excellence in Teaching and a Focus on Community, that tied as
being found the most in the mission statements. a Focus on Vocational and Technical
Skills was the second most common theme, with a Focus on Academic Achievement
close behind. A Focus on Academic Readiness was next, while a Focus on Excellence in
Research was the least found theme in the mission statements analyzed.
In Associates institutions, the most often listed theme was a Focus on Excellence
in Teaching and the least was a Focus on Excellence in Research. This is not surprising
as most students are not required to complete large research projects in an Associate’s
degree. In Bachelors institutions the most often listed theme was a Focus on Vocational
and Technical Skills and the least often cited was a tie between a Focus on Academic
Readiness and a Focus on Excellence in Research. A bachelor’s degree is often viewed
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as preparation for entry level positions, which might explain the Vocational and
Technical Skill focus, as well as the fact that research is not a focus at the bachelor’s
level. The theme most often found in the mission statement of the Masters institutions
was a Focus on Community, with a Focus on Vocational and Technical Skills being the
least often found theme. The interesting aspect of this analysis is that A Focus on
Excellence in Research was the second to the last theme found in the mission statements
of the Masters institutions. This was certainly a source of confusion as most graduate
degrees require research, and yet this theme was not often found in the missions
statements of these institutions.
Hiring Criteria and Processes
The HLC created a number of questions for which each institution answers to
provides evidence of meeting the accreditation criterion and these answers make up the
Systems Portfolio, the document submitted for the AQIP model of accreditation. Two of
the questions within the Category Valuing People address the hiring criteria and
processes. They are:
1. How do you identify the specific credentials, skills, and values required for
faculty, staff, and administrators?
2. How do your hiring processes make certain that the people you employ
possess the credentials, skills, and values you require?
By examining the answers provided for these questions, a picture emerges of the type of
faculty deemed a fit for that particular institution. The questions, as well as the answers,
demonstrate that this process is divided into two separate topics. The first is to determine
the required qualities or criteria a potential faculty must possess, and there were several
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methods described regarding the decision making process for this part of the process. A
few documented a meeting within the academic department while in others the Human
Resources department was responsible for setting the criteria. Seven criteria categories
were identified in the Systems Portfolios analyzed (See Table 1, Chapter 4).
Of the criteria for hiring faculty, the most commonly mentioned was Appropriate
Credentials/Terminal Degrees. This is not unexpected since academic credentials have
been the primary criteria reported to accrediting agencies for many years (The criteria for
accreditation, 2013). As documented in Chapter 4, this was mentioned in 86% of the
institutions’ Systems Portfolios. Having Certain Professional skills (63.8%) was the next
most often documented criteria.
The most interesting criteria mentioned in 58% of the institutions was a Fit with
Mission and Values. This criteria is of course the purpose of this study. I was surprised
and pleased to see it mentioned in over half of the Systems Portfolios. The challenge is
having hiring and evaluation processes that measure the faculty members for meeting this
criteria. Sufficient Professional and Teaching experience tied for the next spot with
30.5% of institutions having documented this as a criteria for hiring faculty.
Meeting Accreditation standards was the next criteria. It is important to note that
some of the institutions in my study had a particular programmatic focus. Many
professional programs (e.g., health related, education) have standards that must be met to
maintain professional accreditation. All institutions that offer these programs seek to
maintain accreditation in these programs in an effort to be competitive in attracting
students.
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The least often documented criteria was Meeting Collective Bargaining criteria.
Although some of the institutions indicated the fact that their faculty was unionized, there
was no effort to document within their Systems Portfolio any hiring criteria that may
exist within their faculty contract. Unions can set standards for the hiring criteria
requirements within contracts for faculty and if those exist, an institution would most
certainly be required identify and hire candidates that meet those criteria.
One important analysis in this study looked for processes that matched the criteria
the institutions identified. Although it is important for institutions to determine the
quality criteria for faculty, it is ultimately the hiring process that determines potential
faculty members meet that standard. To that end, a comparison was made to identify
matches between the criteria and the processes. Each Systems Portfolio was examined for
documentation of their hiring processes and the alignment with the criteria they are
requiring. In looking at the data, I looked for the process that matched the criteria. In
some cases the institution listed the criteria, but not the process, and in some cases they
listed the process, but not the criteria. In some cases they list both. Given that
Appropriate Credentials was listed most often as a criteria for hiring faculty, this is one
area where the process and criteria matched quite closely. All but one of the institutions
that listed Appropriate Credentials as a criteria, also documented that they Examine
Resumes for Academic Credentials. There were, however, two institutions that listed
Examining Resumes for Credentials, but did not list Appropriate Credentials as a criteria
for hiring faculty.
Having to have Certain Professional Skills was the criteria documented second
most often (63.8%). This criteria was measured against the process of posting open
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positions in a Professional Journal, as that was the only hiring process mentioned that
seemed to fit this criteria. The resulting comparison of the 23 institutions that listed that
criteria, 11 indicated they post the positions in Professional Journals. Conversely, six
institutions documented the process of posting in Professional Journals, but did not list
Professional Skills as a criteria. Although there is no detailed description of evaluating
resumes for professional skills or using the interview process to glean this information,
this may indeed be occurring but not documented within the Systems Portfolio.
Given the focus of my study, the next most often documented criteria, a Fit with
Mission and Values, was of considerable interest. In analyzing the data, of the 21
institutions that listed this criteria, 14 of them documented using the Interview as a
process to Check for a Fit with Mission and Values. This results in 67% of the
institutions that had both the criteria and process to determine if the faculty they hired are
a good fit for the mission and values as stated in their mission statement. Two more
institutions documented the process of using the Interview to Check for Fit, but had not
listed the criteria. Based on this analysis, 76% of the institutions studied have a process to
screen potential faculty for an alignment with their mission statement.
Faculty Evaluation Processes
In the analysis of the Systems Portfolios, there were nine different processes
documented for the evaluation of faculty (see Table 3, Chapter 4). The four most
commonly identified were: Student Evaluations, Supervisor Evaluations, Self-Evaluation,
and Classroom Observation. All these evaluation processes serve to evaluate the teaching
role of faculty, yet, interesting results were found when these processes are compared to
the mission theme of a Focus on Teaching Excellence. There were only two institutions
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that did not include a Focus on Teaching Excellence theme in their mission, nor the four
processes for evaluation of teaching. Of the other 34 institutions, there were 20 with a
mixture of processes to match the a Focus on Teaching Excellence theme, and only two
that had the theme and no processes identified to evaluate the faculty for teaching. One of
these institutions has a Masters Carnegie Classification and one was an Associates
institution. There were no other significant faculty evaluation processes that linked with
mission themes documented for more than a third of the institutions.
Summary of Key Findings
1. This research builds upon previous findings in that of the six themes in Wang et
al.’s (2007) study related to mission statements, whereby only one institution in
my study did not have any of those themes in its mission statement, and some of
the institutions had all six themes.
2. The most commonly mentioned themes were a Focus on Excellence in Teaching
(61%) and a Focus on Community (61%), with a Focus on Research (22%) being
the least often mentioned theme.
3. Within Associates institutions, a Focus on Excellence in Teaching (67%) was
most often mentioned, and a Focus on Excellence in Research (8%) was
mentioned the least most often.
4. At the Bachelors institution the most frequently mentioned theme was a Focus on
Vocational and Technical Skills (75%) with a Focus on Academic Readiness
(34%) and a Focus on Excellence in Research (34%) being the least most often
mentioned.
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5. At the Masters institutions, the most often listed theme was a Focus on
Community (92%), with a Focus on Vocational and Technical Skills (25%) being
the least often found theme.
6. Not surprising, the most often documented criteria for quality faculty was
Credentials/Terminal Degrees, with 86% of the institutions listing it.
7. Regarding criteria, Professional skills was the second most often hiring criterial
listed (64%), closely followed by a Fit with Mission and Values (58%). The rest
of the criteria were listed in less than a third of the institutions.
8. In comparing the criteria for hiring faculty with the processes that would provide
evidence of meeting that criteria, there were mixed results. In requiring Certain
Credentials/Terminal Degrees there was a good match with criteria and process
(89%), and a Fit with Mission and Values matched criteria and process quite
closely again (67%). The rest of the hiring criteria and processes, however, did
not match nearly as closely.
9. Most of the faculty evaluation processes were associated with teaching skills and
included students, supervisor, self-evaluation and classroom observation. Less
than one third of the institutions documented any evaluation of research,
published material or portfolios.
10. Overall, it was clear that a large majority of the institutions found a Fit with
Mission/Values was important, as 76% of them have a process for screening
potential faculty for this criteria. Indeed, one institution had even noted a very a
clear process in place for evaluating potential candidates for a Fit with Mission
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and Values. The applicants were asked to read the mission statement and write a
brief explanation of how they would further the mission if hired.
Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
It is important to acknowledge that the structure and limitations placed on
developing Systems Portfolios create a challenge to providing a comprehensive
documentation of all key processes within an institution. This challenge is intensified by
the fact that the HLC has to make accreditation decisions and recommendation solely on
the evidence within this one document. Those crafting these documents have to make
difficult choices on what to include as well as how to present the evidence, all the while
knowing that their accreditation is going to hinge on what is documented in response to
the questions. This certainly provides some insight into the fact that in some cases
processes are identified when the corresponding criteria were not. Additionally, there
may in some cases be a division of labor in the creation of this document, and therefore
some inconsistencies can occur. It may also seem that some processes or criteria are
expected and therefore it is not necessary to take up the space documenting them.
It is also important to state that the outcome of this study would most likely be
very different if the data was gathered by another method such as a survey or interview.
The Systems Portfolio is a document that illustrates a snapshot in time and is not deemed
to be all inclusive in its contents nor a dynamic view of the institution at any given
moment. Processes and criteria change all of the time and given the AQIP focus on
continuous improvement it is highly likely that many of these institutions have undergone
changes since their Systems Portfolio were written.
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It is also interesting to note that, although for the sake of anonymity, there is no
identifying descriptions of the 36 institutions in my study, there is a wide range of
enrollment size and some very interesting demographic information about the focus of
the institutions. Given the differences in institutions even within the Carnegie
Classifications, it is surprising that there are so many similarities as well.
For all of these reasons, the results of my study may not be transferable to other
institutions within higher education and must therefore be viewed as a sampling of a
much larger group of institutions.
Clearly, another researcher interested in this topic could study this topic in
different ways and have different findings. Recommendations for further studies might
include:
1. Repeat this study using institutions that are not following the AQIP model and
gather data from self-studies, surveys or interviews to look for the same
alignment of mission, faculty hiring and evaluation processes.
2. This study could be repeated with the same 36 institutions, and their next
Systems Portfolio submitted to the HLC could be analyzed for differences in the
themes, criteria and processes noted in this study.
3. The institutions of this study could be contacted and asked for clarification or
further details on their criteria and processes.
4. Further research could include a sampling of institutions that would be willing to
have interviews conducted to gather perceptions on the importance of the
alignment of mission, faculty hiring and evaluation processes.
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5. A study could also be designed to gather information on the process of creating,
examining and updating mission statements and the impact of this process on the
important processes of hiring and evaluating faculty.
Recommendations for Higher Education Leaders
Based on the results of my study, I would make the following recommendations
to leadership within higher education. Given the importance of an institution’s mission
statement and its impact on all important processes within an institution, I believe hiring
processes and evaluation processes should be examined to assure alignment with the
mission statement. This would help ensure they are effective in hiring the correct faculty
members and evaluating them for continual fit with the organization. Although there
were some institutions in my study that had areas of clear alignment, none of the 36
institutions had full alignment of their mission statement with hiring and evaluation
processes of faculty, as detailed in their Systems Portfolio for accreditation purposes.
Hiring Processes
One area that seemed to be overlooked in the documentation for many
institutions’ hiring processes was evidence that a potential faculty member had the
vocational and technical skills needed to be effective in teaching such skills to their
students. Although there were 20 institutions (56%) that mentioned this theme in their
mission statement, only 12 institutions (33%) documented within their Systems Portfolio
that they evaluated the resume for Professional Experience. Since many mission
statements indicated that it is important for their students to acquire professional
expertise, this would appear to be an important aspect of quality for their faculty. One
process that could be instituted within the interview or application process is to require
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that the candidate for a faculty position provide some type of demonstration that
illustrates their professional expertise, or a portfolio of some type could also be utilized.
It is important to reiterate that although such a process was not mentioned in many
Systems Portfolios, this does not mean it does not exist but they may have merely
neglected to document it within their portfolio.
Another mission statement theme mentioned quite frequently was a Focus on
Community. There were 22 institutions (61%) that listed this as a theme within their
mission statements, but there was not one hiring process documented to measure
applicants for this focus. Obviously, there could be many definitions for a Community
Focus, but if so many institutions mention this as a theme within their mission statement,
there should be some process that screens applicants for a fit with this theme. Again
there may be questions within an interview process, or evaluation of the resume for this
theme, but it was not noted in my data collection from the Systems Portfolios.

Evaluation Processes
Within my study, the primary focus of the evaluation processes was measuring
the effectiveness of the teaching role of the faculty. These processes include: Student
Evaluations, Supervisor Evaluations, Self-Evaluations, and Classroom Observation.
Clearly teaching is an extremely important aspect of the faculty member’s responsibility,
but it was not the only theme from the mission statements requiring evaluation. Given
that 20 institutions (56%) cited Vocational and Technical skills as a theme of their
mission statement, there were very few evaluation processes documented for assuring
that the professional skills or expertise of the faculty are maintained and updated. Four of
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the institutions (11%) documented the process of requiring a portfolio as part of the
evaluation process, but did not elaborate on what was contained within the portfolio.
Within certain programs of study this form of evaluation may be more challenging, yet it
is important to provide documentation of the current and appropriate skills held by
faculty. This again might be accomplished through some type of portfolio that documents
skill sets and continuing education. The mission statements indicated the priority of
providing these skills for graduates to find and maintain employment. However if it is in
the mission statement, it should be evaluated.
The other interesting finding within my study was the number of instances where
an institution documented a hiring criteria, but did not have an evaluation process to
determine if the current faculty still meet that criteria. One hiring criteria mentioned in
many Systems Portfolio was that the potential candidate must meet Programmatic
Accreditation Standards. There were 10 institutions (28%) that listed this as a criteria,
yet there was no mention of an evaluation process to ensure faculty continue to meet
these standards. Again, this might be occurring in another process or within the main
evaluation process, but there was no documentation to that effect.
Overall
As a result of my study, it seems clear that the dependence on credentials and
terminal degrees continues to be the standard for hiring quality faculty. It is also evident
that the primary evaluation processes focus on teaching skills. After analyzing 36
institutional mission statements and hiring and evaluation processes, it would seem
prudent for all higher education leaders to examine their own processes against the focus
of their mission statement to determine their effectiveness in finding and maintaining
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faculty that are furthering their mission. Clearly, many institutions see Fit with Mission
& Values as a priority, but the evidence was not present in their Systems Portfolios to
indicate they have effective processes to assure that this is also the priority of their
faculty. With the exception of evaluation of teaching and requiring credentials and
terminal degrees, there is a great deal more that should be evaluated within the hiring and
evaluation processes to assure that the right individuals are hired and continue serving as
faculty within institutions of higher education.
Connections with Previous Research
In chapter one, there were several studies cited that have researched some aspect
of my study. These studies were valuable in helping to formulate the basis for my
research and methodology. The two topics that represent the most important points to
impact my study were; mission statements in higher education and faculty evaluation. As
mentioned in Chapter One, there was very little found on the topic of hiring processes. I
would like to highlight those studies and the similarities and differences of the findings
with those of my study.
Mission Statements
There were two studies that were quite similar to my study on the subject of
mission statements in higher education. One was the study by Wang et al. (2007) which
studied the thematic differences between 102 different colleges in the state of Texas. As
stated in previous chapters, the themes identified in this study were instrumental in the
methodology of my study, and my findings indicated that these themes were also present
in the mission statements of the 36 institutions I studied. Additionally, comparisons of
mission statement themes were made in this study among institutions in the same
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Carnegie Classification. My study also highlighted the same comparisons analysis. The
difference between this study and mine was that although I studied the themes and
compared institutions of like Carnegie Classification, my study then used these themes to
look for alignment between the themes and hiring and evaluation processes for faculty. It
is important to note the value of this previous research to my study and although there
were no suggestions for further study in this previous study, it inspired me to delve
deeper into the impact of mission statements.
In the study, Mission Statements: A Thematic Analysis of Rhetoric Across
Institutional Type, Morphew and Hartley sought to document the elements of mission
statements as compared to institutions of the same Carnegie Classification, as well as
those of institutional control (public or private). Although I did compare the mission
statement themes of institutions within the Carnegie Classification, I did not analyze the
themes from the lens of institutional control. My study also found similarities in the
mission elements of institutions in the same Carnegie Classification, it did not look
beyond these comparisons.
Faculty Evaluations
Raoul Arreola (2000) has studied faculty evaluation models for many years and
has published his findings in a book and several articles. Some points from his book are
stated in the introduction of my study where he states that more and more accrediting
agencies are looking for evidence of effective faculty evaluation processes. He goes on
to say that because institutions are unique, there is no one model of faculty evaluation
that could serve all institutions. Although he does not mention the mission statement
specifically, he does suggest that one of the first steps in designing an effective
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evaluation process is to determine the faculty roles that are a high priority for the
institutions. As stated in previous chapters, the mission statement should certainly
provide clear direction on the priorities of the institution, therefore I believe my study
supports Arreola’s point. My study also found, however, that there is very little variation
in the evaluation processes as documented within the 36 institutions’ Systems Portfolios.
Although there were differences in the themes of their mission statements, there is very
little variation in the processes documented for the evaluation of faculty.
Summary
Overall, my study has served to further the research of the previous studies in
taking their findings in a new and different direction. The analysis of my data confirmed
many of their findings, and also added to the body of knowledge regarding mission
statements and its impact on the processes of hiring and evaluation of faculty. Although
there was not an institution that had full alignment between their mission statement and
processes for hiring and evaluating faculty, there were some processes documented in the
Systems Portfolios that certainly did reflect the themes stated within the mission
statement.

Closing Thoughts
One of the most interesting outcomes of this study is that one of the institutions in
the study provided a link within their Systems Portfolio to a document that outlines a
process they have applicants complete for the purpose of evaluating them for their fit
within the mission of their organization. Although this was not included in the data
reported in Chapter 4, I thought it important to mention within the conclusion of the
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study. The potential candidate is asked to read the mission statement and then write a
brief statement on how they would, if hired, advance the mission of the institution. This
coupled with the fact that 76% of the institutions had hiring criteria or processes that
aligned with the mission theme of Fit with Mission and Values, underscores that most
higher education institutions see this as a priority. Although there were no institutions
that had compete alignment for every mission statement theme with all hiring criteria or
processes, there is enough evidence to note that the majority of institutions believe
enough in the importance of fit for the faculty within the mission of the organization to
have included it with their AQIP Systems Portfolio documentation.
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